C&C 30 OD NOTES FROM KEY WEST 2016 (David Flynn 1_27)
The following observations were made at the de-brief with the Quantum teams participating
at Quantum Key West Race Week. There have now been 5 one design events since the
NYYC Annual Regatta in June, 2015. With 11 boats this was the largest fleet and the first
to be run under the officially adopted class rules. Coordinated effort on the part of Quantum
designers and the sailing teams has helped push development since the first prototype sails
were built for Hull #1 in the summer of 2014. We are now using version 3.0 or 4.0 of most
sails. All Quantum teams used the same designs, with the exception of the two chartered
boats which had earlier iterations. Extreme was the only exception using a new A 1.5 spinnaker design. The top three teams Themis (1st), Extreme (2nd), and Bobsled (4th) at Quantum
Key West Race Week largely agreed in their observations on rig tune, trim, setup, and sail
designs. Of course, just as there is more than one way to hit a golf ball and achieve the desired result, each team had a few unique thoughts. In general, there was consensus on the
following.
Conditions varied. Day one was fairly breezy with 14-19 in the morning tapering off to 13-14.
Day two was blow out. Day 3 saw perfect 11-15 knot medium conditions. Day 4 started off
13-14 but died to 8 knots at times later in the day. Day 4 nuked, with 18-24. The only conditions which were not seen was consistent under 10 knots, so evaluation of light air setup was
not practical.

Rig Tune
•

Tighter is better. May need to move base Loos range up to 40 / 38 / 25 (uppers / 			
diagnonals / lowers).

•

Headstay target settings from base 2 degrees of rake work well. If you make an error, 		
better to be on the shorter side in over 12 knots.

•

Step all the forward above 10 knots, aft incrementally in under 10.

•

Spar tight mast as far aft as possible in the partners.

•

Mast jack makes on the fly tuning much easier (turns a rig change into a 30 second 		
exercise instead of a 5 minute ordeal). Probably helps achieve better overall rig tension 		
in the upper ranges.

•

New updated tuning guide with mast jack shim settings available (on website) or ask me.

Halyards and Spinnaker tack line marking system

jib lead in-out marking system

Jib Setup
Lead in/out Minimum of one car out in medium conditions, 14+ two cars out. When in
doubt, go out. J3 middle of track. Only time to go all the way in might be in smooth water
and 6-10 knots.
Lead up/down Foot should be flat... err on the side of lead up; allows you to sheet the
sail harder. Particularly effective in flat water. May need to go lead down somewhat in
chop when sheet is eased.
Sheet tension Leech pointed at the mid point of the lower spreader ease 1” if both telltales are kicking off. Mark the sheet and put marks in front of the turning fairlead to allow
repeat settings. Play the jib sheet as well as the mainsheet in breezy conditions. Ease if
there is too much heel or about hit a steep set of waves.
For much of the week we used a port tack (into the waves) setup with lead down, sheet
eased slightly, and lead outboard. Starboard tack was the reverse.

J 2 Bobsled
13 kts tws

MAINSAIL
Traveler Err on the side of down. On Themis we call the traveler the hand brake.
Sheet tension As usual sheet as hard as you can without making it difficult to get to target speeds. You can sheet harder with the traveler down. This is a particularly good mode
in smooth water. May need more twist and slightly higher traveler in waves.
Runners To inversion in over 12. Mark at transom with scale on fixed part of runners.
Play aggressively in under 14.
Vang max in over 14 upwind Downwind little or no vang and oversheet

Bobsled upwind 15kts

Runner marking system

Downwind
Jib up over 10 knots; down in VMG jibes, okay with blow throw (Extreme only boat
to master this technique, needs to be in your arsenal. When in doubt take jib down if
doing a conventional late main jibe.
Moding Boats still all over the map in terms of high versus low mode. General
consensus is beginning to develop that a low mode creates best VMG in all but very
windy conditions. Boat actually seems to reward a more steady state, constant pressure with subtly pumping and surfing as opposed to an everyone on the rail, pumping it like crazy, sending it mode. Need a bow up mode for traffic.

RANDOM THOUGHTS
Crew Weight 12OO-1250 lbs optimum
Lite Skin (new more rugged exterior skin) is good
Upwind, if you want to go high, go fast. The blades are thin.
QUESTIONS? WANT TO TALK C&C 30 OD? David Flynn dflynn@quantumsails.com
Scott Nixon snixon@quantumsails.com Farley Fontenot farley@quantumsails.com

Key West memories... until next year

